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EN T r EPr EN Eu r SH I P

Small Business For Dummies
5th Edition
Dummies Press

The leading resource for starting and running any small business

Want to start the small business of your dreams? Want to breathe new life into the one you already have? 
Small Business For Dummies provides authoritative guidance on every aspect of starting and growing your 
business, from financing and budgeting to marketing, management, and beyond. This completely practical, 
no-nonsense guide gives you expert advice on everything from generating ideas and locating start-up 
money to hiring the right people, balancing the books, and planning for growth. You’ll get plenty of help in 
ramping up your management skills, developing a marketing strategy, keeping your customers loyal, and 
much more. You’ll also find out to use the latest technology to improve your business’s performance at 
every level.

ISBN: 978-1-119-49055-5 � Paper � €TBA � Aug 2018 � 432pp � Previous Edition: 978-1-118-08372-7

Timeless Learning
Leading a Paradigm Shift in Education
Ira	Socol,	Pam	Moran	&	Chad	Ratliff	

Discover how to reinvent public schools through implementation of dozens of 
innovative practices that have shown remarkable success

Learning becomes timeless when we trust in childhood and give power and control to 
children, when we let them lead and encourage them to explore widely and wildly as 
learners whose curiosities take them places that most of us as adults no longer can 
envision. In this book, the authors, using examples from their own successful district as well 
as others around the country, create a deep map of the processes necessary to move from 
schools in which content-driven, adult-determined teaching has been the traditional norm 
to new learning spaces and communities in which context-driven, child-determined learning 
is the progressive norm. 

About the Authors

Pam Moran is superintendent of Albemarle County Public Schools in Virginia and was the 
2016 Virginia Superintendent of the Year. 

Chad Ratliff, MBA, M.Ed., is Director of Innovation and Instructional Programs for 
Albemarle County Public Schools.

Ira Socol is Director of Learning Technologies and Innovation for Albemarle County Public 
Schools.

DrAFT

ISBN: 978-1-119-46169-2 
Cloth � 256pp � Aug 2018 
€30.90

L E A D Er SH I P  &  M A N Ag EM EN T

Virtual Teams For Dummies
Tara Powers, MS

Set your virtual team on a path to success

Packed with solid advice, interviews, and case studies from well-known companies who are already using 
virtual teams in their business model and their lessons learned, Virtual Teams For Dummies provides 
rock-solid guidance on the essentials for building, leading, and sustaining a highly productive virtual 
workforce. It helps executives understand key support strategies that lead virtual teams to success and 
provides practical information and tools to help leaders and their teams bridge the communication gaps 
created by geographical separation—and achieve peak performance.

ISBN: 978-1-119-45380-2 � Paper � €25.90 � Aug 2018 � 336pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119490553
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119461693
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119453801
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Happiness
How to Get Into The Habit of Being Happy
gill Hasson

Happiness shows readers that happiness is not just an emotion, but a skill that can be 
developed. This book explains how, with consistent practice, you can form life-long 
habits	for	a	more	satisfying	and	fulfilling	life.	Including	simple	exercises	which	will	
enable you to recognize and pursue happiness, Happiness	will	help	you	to	find	out	
what really makes you happy.

We	may	all	have	different	abilities,	interests	and	lifestyles,	goals,	values,	beliefs	and	
expectations, but there is one thing that we all have in common: we just want to be 
happy! Happiness looks at:

�� What is happiness?

�� Why do we need to be happy and what gets in the way?

�� How can you create and maintain happiness?

The good news is you do have the ability to control how you feel. Happiness is not just 
an emotion, but a skill that can be developed. Happiness explains how to take charge 
of	your	happiness	on	a	daily	and	a	life-long	basis.	It	will	help	you	you	to	find	out	what	
really makes you happy; using simple exercises that will enable you to recognize and 
pursue happiness. You will discover how to live a good life; a life that, despite life’s 
inevitable ups and downs, is both meaningful and pleasurable - a happy life!

About the Author

Gill Hasson is	a	careers	coach	with	over	20	years’	experience	in	the	areas	of	personal	
& career development, and is a freelance tutor/ teacher in mental health issues 
for mental health organisations. She also teaches and delivers training for adult 
education organizations, voluntary and business organizations and the public sector.

ISBN: 978-0-85708-759-1 
Paper � 224pp � Aug 2018 
€12.90

SEL f  H EL P

Mindfulness
Be Mindful. Live In The 
Moment.
gill Hasson

ISBN: 978-0-85708-444-6
€14.90

Positive Thinking
find Happiness And 
Achieve Your goals 
Through The Power of 
Positive Thought

gill Hasson

ISBN: 978-0-85708-683-9
€14.90

Confidence Pocketbook
Little Exercises for a  
Self-Assured Life

gill Hasson

ISBN: 978-0-85708-733-1
€11.90

Also Available Titles

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857087592
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857084445
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857086839
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857087339
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How to Have a Great Life
35 Surprisingly Simple Ways to Success, Fulfillment 
& Happiness
Paul Mcgee
Paul Mcgee Associates, uK

35 ways to success, fulfillment, and happiness

How to Have a Great Life starts with you--your strengths and amazing potential and how 
to develop those. It helps you understand how to tap into your ability to grow, while 
equipping you with insights, inspiration, and practical tools to deal with whatever life 
throws	your	way	in	order	to	achieve	success	and	live	a	happy	and	fulfilled	life.	

You already have many of the tools you need to succeed--you just need to know 
which ones to use and how best to use them. With no-frills, funny, and emotionally 
intelligent advice, Paul Mcgee will make you think, make you laugh, and make you 
take action to live your greatest life possible.

�� Tap into your ability to grow

�� find insight and practical tools to deal with whatever life throws your way

�� Slow down and live a more balanced life

�� re-gain time and brain space

�� Improve the quality of your relationships with others

We are living faster and more frantic lives than ever before--and there’s no time like 
the present to catch your breath and live your best life possible.

About the Author

Paul McGee is	an	international	keynote	speaker	and	performance	coach,	combining	
his background in psychology with large doses of humour and practical insights. He 
is Managing Director of his own training and education company and proud creator 
of SuMO (Shut up & Move On). He has spread the word about SuMO in over 30 
countries and expanded the brand into the public, private and education sectors. 
Paul has a diploma in Performance Coaching and counselling and is an associate of 
the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development. 

Building on his background in psychology, Paul has spoken in 34 countries and 
delivered over 1,500 presentations. Paul has worked as a presentation coach 
in the uK, Europe and Australia working with people from a wide variety of 
backgrounds and experience of delivering presentations. His clients include blue chip 
organisations, public sector bodies, politicians and a leading Premiership football 
team. His aim is simple -- “I want to help people achieve better results in life and have 
more fun in the process.” www.TheSumoguy.com

ISBN: 978-0-85708-775-1 
Paper � 256pp � Jun 2018 
€12.90

S.U.M.O (Shut Up,  
Move On)
The Straight-Talking guide 
to Succeeding in Life,  
10th Anniversary Edition

Paul Mcgee

ISBN: 978-0-85708-622-8
€14.90

How to Speak So People 
really Listen
The Straight-Talking guide 
to Communicating With 
Influence	and	Impact

Paul Mcgee

ISBN: 978-0-85708-720-1
€14.90

How Not To Worry
The remarkable Truth of 
How a Small Change Can 
Help You Stress Less and 
Enjoy Life More

Paul Mcgee

ISBN: 978-0-85708-286-2
€14.90

Also Available Titles
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How to Sleep Well
The Science of Sleeping Smarter, Living Better and 
Being Productive 
Neil Stanley

Whether	you	need	more	sleep,	struggle	to	drift	off	or	simply	can’t	wake	up,	this	book	
is your ultimate guide to understanding and improving your sleep and the impact it 
can have on your life and career. Written by leading sleep expert Dr Neil Stanley, the 
author	backs	up	his	practical	advice	with	a	qualified	understanding	of	the	science	
behind the way we sleep. 

Dr Stanley addresses subjects such as: the science of sleep; the 24-hour society/shift 
work;	how	sleep	affects	health,	business,	academic	performance,	athletic	performance	
and weight; children and sleep; women and sleep; sleep as we age; insomnia; getting 
the right bedroom set up; sleep foods and supplements; naps and siestas; dreams and 
dreaming; technology and sleep; jet-lag; snoring and sleep apnoea; sleep disorders; 
medicines/herbal remedies for sleep and when to go to your gP. 

Packed with tips and tools to help you relax and understand your sleep routine, you’ll 
soon be waking up refreshed, energized and ready for the day ahead.

About the Author

Dr Stanley has	been	involved	in	sleep	research	for	more	than	35	years.	He	started	
his career at the Neurosciences Division of the r.A.f. Institute of Aviation Medicine, 
then moved to the Human Psychopharmacology research unit (HPru) at the 
university of Surrey where, as Director of Sleep research, he created and ran a 
24 bed sleep laboratory designed for clinical trials. His expertise in sleep is based 
on 35 years of practical experience working alongside some of the best psycho 
pharmacologists, ENT surgeons, psychologists, sociologist, circadian biologists in the 
sleep	field	and	his	40	peer-reviewed	papers	on	various	aspects	of	sleep	research	and	
psychopharmacology,	is	a	reflection	of	his	broad	experience	in	the	sleep	field.

ISBN: 978-0-85708-768-3 
Paper � 216pp � Jul 2018 
€TBA

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=0857087681
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The Polymath
How Developing a Multi-Dimensional Mind Can Make 
Your Life Limitless
Waqās	Ahmed

The Polymath is an exceptionally versatile human who excels in multiple, seemingly 
unrelated	fields.	This	book	has	a	‘big	idea’	narrative,	which	postulates	that	polymaths	have	
been	the	most	influential	humans	in	our	history	and	will	continue	to	be	so	in	the	future.	To	
ignore	this	fact	is	to	stifle	creativity	and	progress.	This	book	shows	readers	how	they	could	
use polymathy to change their career, explore their personal interests, or generally adapt 
their way of thinking about what achievement or success looks like. Polymathy is applicable 
in the workplace, education and personal development sectors.

About the Author

In a short but colourful life so far, Waqās Ahmed has enjoyed great success in the 
academic, business, art, sport, military, diplomatic and journalistic worlds. He has lived in 
various countries across Europe, Africa and the Middle East and speaks various languages. 
He is currently Behavioural Strategist and Big Data Practitioner at Cambridge Analytica and 
completing advanced studies in Cognitive Neuroscience at Kings College, London. He is 
Artist-in-residence at the Khalili foundation, Education Advisor to the Commonwealth and 
editor	of	‛Holy	Makkah:	A	Celebration	of	Unity’	(FIRST,	2017)	Waqas	studied	Development	
Economics at SOAS and has a Masters in International History from the London School of 
Economics.

ISBN: 978-1-119-50848-9 
Cloth � 352pp � Aug 2018 
€TBA

Avoiding Data Pitfalls
How To Steer Clear of Common Blunders When Working With Data
Ben Jones

Avoid data blunders and create truly useful visualizations

Avoiding Data Pitfalls is a reputation-saving handbook for those who work with data, designed to help you 
avoid the all-too-common blunders that occur in data analysis, visualization, and presentation. This book 
walks you step by step through the full data visualization process, from calculation and analysis through 
accurate, useful presentation. Common blunders are explored in depth to show you how they arise, how 
they have become so common, and how you can avoid them from the outset. Then and only then can 
you take advantage of the wealth of tools that are out there. In the hands of someone who knows what 
they’re doing, the right tools can cut down on the time, labor, and myriad decisions that go into each and 
every data presentation.

ISBN: 978-1-119-27816-0 � Paper � €51.90 � Aug 2018 � 368pp 

M A r K E T I N g

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119508487
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119278163
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GMAT Official Guide 2019
Book + Online
gMAC (graduate Management Admission Council)

The definitive guide from the makers of the GMAT exam

The GMAT Official Guide 2019	is	the	definitive	guide	from	the	Graduate	Management	
Admission Council, the makers of the gMAT exam. It contains over 900 real gMAT 
questions from past exams, including 130 never-before-seen questions, plus the 
following features:

�� An overview of the exam to help you get familiar with the content and format

�� Detailed answer explanations that explain how the test maker thinks about a 
question

�� Actual essay topics, sample responses, and scoring information

�� Comprehensive grammar and math review

�� Questions	organized	in	order	of	difficulty	from	easiest	to	hardest	to	focus	your	
study

�� Access to the same questions -- plus additional integrated reasoning questions -- 
online at gmat.wiley.com, where you can build your own practice sets

Don’t waste time practicing on fake gMAT questions. Optimize your study time with 
the	GMAT	Official	Guide	2019	using	real	questions	from	actual	past	exams.

ISBN: 978-1-119-50767-3 
Paper � 864pp � July 2018 
€TBA

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-38747-3

T E S T  Pr EP
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GMAT Official Guide Verbal Review 
2019
Book + Online
gMAC (graduate Management Admission Council)

A supplement to the Official Guide with 300 additional verbal questions

The GMAT Official Guide Verbal Review 2019 provides additional practical preparation 
focused on the verbal portion of the exam. Written by the graduate Management 
Admission Council, this guide contains 300 real gMAT questions from past exams, 
including 45 never-before-seen questions, plus the following features:

�� An overview of the exam to help you get familiar with the content and format

�� Comprehensive grammar review

�� Detailed answer explanations that explain how the test maker thinks about a 
question

�� Questions	organized	in	order	of	difficulty	from	easiest	to	hardest	to	focus	your	
study

�� Access to the same questions online at gmat.wiley.com, where you can build your 
own practice sets

Don’t waste time practicing on fake gMAT questions. Optimize your study time with 
the	GMAT	Official	Guide	2019	Verbal	Review	using	real	questions	from	actual	past	
exams.

ISBN: 978-1-119-50770-3 
Paper � 360pp � July 2018 
€TBA

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-38744-2
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GMAT Official Guide Quantitative 
Review 2019
Book + Online
gMAC (graduate Management Admission Council)

A supplement to the Official Guide with 300 additional quantitative questions

The GMAT Official Guide Quantitative Review 2019 provides targeted preparation for the 
mathematical portion of the gMAT exam. Designed by the graduate Management 
Admission Council, this guide contains 300 real gMAT questions from past exams 
including 45 never-before-seen questions, plus the following features:

�� An overview of the exam to help you get familiar with the content and format

�� review essential algebra, geometry, arithmetic, and word problems

�� Detailed answer explanations that explain how the test maker thinks about a 
question

�� Questions	organized	in	order	of	difficulty	from	easiest	to	hardest

�� Access to the same questions online at gmat.wiley.com, where you can build your 
own practice sets

Don’t waste time practicing on fake gMAT questions. Optimize your study time with 
the	GMAT	Official	Guide	2019	Quantitative	Review	using	real	questions	from	actual	
past exams.

ISBN: 978-1-119-50771-0 
Paper � 240pp � July 2018 
€TBA

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-38749-7
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GMAT Official Guide 2019 Bundle
Book + Online, 3rd Edition
gMAC (graduate Management Admission Council)

Get access to over 1,500 questions for the GMAT exam in one package

The GMAT Official Guide 2019 Bundle features actual questions from past gMAT exams 
-- including 220 never-before-seen questions -- and consists of The GMAT Official Guide 
2019, The GMAT Official Guide 2019 Verbal Review, and The GMAT Official Guide 2019 
Quantitative Review. All three guides also come with exclusive access to gmat.wiley.
com, where you can build your own practice sets using the questions in the guides 
and access an additional 58 integrated reasoning questions.

ISBN: 978-1-119-50772-7 
Paper � TBApp � July 2018 
€TBA
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L A N g uAg E S

Chinese For Dummies
3rd Edition
Wendy Abraham

The fun way to learn to speak Chinese

With more than 1.2 billion speakers across the globe — and with nearly 3 million in the u.S. alone 
— Mandarin Chinese claims the top spot as the world’s most common language. If you want to 
learn this language to get ahead at school or work, or to make your travel to China easier, this is the 
handy reference you’ll want by your side. Chinese For Dummies teaches basic grammar, as well as the 
necessary vocabulary to make introductions and greetings, use proper etiquette, make small talk, make 
transportation arrangements, order food and beverages, ask directions, deal with money, shop, access 
recreation, handle an emergency, and much more.

ISBN: 978-1-119-47544-6 � Paper � €TBA � Jul 2018 � 384pp � Previous Edition: 978-1-118-43666-0

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119475449
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I N V E S T M EN T M A N Ag EM EN T

Private Equity Compliance
Analyzing Conflicts, Fees, and Risks
Jason A. Scharfman

Develop and manage a private equity compliance program

Private Equity Compliance provides current and practical guidance on key private equity (PE) compliance 
challenges and trends. Packed with detailed, practical guidance on developing and managing a private 
equity	compliance	program,	it	offers	up-to-date	case	studies	and	an	analysis	of	critical	regulatory	
enforcement	actions	on	private	equity	funds	in	areas	including	conflict	of	interest,	fees,	expenses,	LP	
fund	raising	disclosures,	and	valuations.	If	you’re	a	private	equity	investor	or	compliance	officer	looking	
for	trusted	guidance	on	analyzing	conflicts,	fees,	and	risks,	this	is	one	reference	you	can’t	be	without.

Series: Wiley finance � ISBN: 978-1-119-47962-8 � Cloth � €TBA � Aug 2018 � 240pp 

T r A D I N g

Volatility
Practical Options Theory
Adam S. Iqbal

 Gain a deep, intuitive, and technical understand of practical options theory

The main challenges in successful options trading are conceptual, not mathematical. Volatility: Practical 
Options Theory	provides	financial	professionals,	academics,	students,	and	others	with	an	intuitive	as	
well as technical understanding of both the basic and advanced ideas in options theory to a level that 
facilitates practical options trading. The approach taken in this book will prove particularly valuable 
to options traders and other practitioners tasked with making pricing and risk management decisions 
in an environment where time constraints mean that simplicity and intuition are of greater value than 
mathematical formalism.

Series: Wiley finance � ISBN: 978-1-119-50161-9 � Cloth � €TBA � Aug 2018 � 160pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119479622
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=111950161X
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M ED I C I N E

Differentiation of Chiral Compounds Using NMR Spectroscopy
2nd Edition
Thomas J. Wenzel

�� Includes up-to-date comprehensive coverage of a larger range of compounds that can be analyzed using 
chiral NMr reagents

�� Describes the use chiral NMr reagents and their relationship to the stereochemistry of the analyzed molecules

�� Provide readers with insights of how to decide, which method is the best NMr method to apply to a class 
or molecules

�� Provides a comprehensive guide for investigators, who are planning to use NMr spectroscopy to 
determine enantiomeric purity or assign the absolute configuration of a compound

�� Offers experimental strategies for using the reagents that are likely to improve the quality of the results

ISBN: 978-1-119-32391-4 � Cloth � €202.00 � Aug 2018 � 592pp � Previous Edition: 978-0-471-76352-9

Evidence-Based Evolutionary Medicine
John S. Torday & Neil Blackstone

�� A novel, rational, logical fundamental approach to biology and medicine

�� Provides a strong fundamental understanding of complex physiology and pathophysiology

�� A 2018 game changer for both biology as an integrated whole with universal properties; and for medicine 
as the whole individual, not an inventory of parts and diseases

�� Integrates topics like evolution, ecology and aging into mainstream medicine, making them more relevant

�� Written from the perspective of both a cellular biologist and evolutionary biologist

�� first evidence-based text on evolutionary medicine (presenting a philosophical problem when using 
them in a medical school environment, where experimental evidence is the criterion for inclusion in the 
curriculum)

ISBN: 978-1-118-83837-2 � Cloth � €105.00 � Aug 2018 � 300pp 

DrAFT

Lecture Notes: Clinical Medicine
8th Edition
John r. Bradley, Diana f. Wood & Mark gurnell
Addenbrooke’s Dialysis Centre, Addenbrookes Hospital; Addenbrookes Hospital Cambridge

�� A no-nonsense, affordable, slender alternative to larger bulky and excessive medicine texts

�� A concise approach that contains all that students and junior doctors needs to know, covering both the 
clinical approach and the essential background knowledge

�� Summary and evidence based medicine boxes to assist revision and learning

�� Includes OSCE exam summaries

�� focuses on the most common conditions likely to encountered by the Junior Doctors in day-to-day 
hospital work

�� fully updated content throughout

�� Illustrations are now presented in full colour and clinical photographs have been increased throughout

Series: Lecture Notes � ISBN: 978-1-118-97343-1 � Paper � €38.90 � Aug 2018 � 400pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-5714-8

Evidence-based Urology
2nd Edition
Edited by Philipp Dahm & roger Dmochowski

�� The only urology reference book to adopt a 100% evidence-based approach

�� New edition contains nine brand new chapters on the latest hot topics in urology

�� Provides guidance on patient management regimes most strongly supported by the evidence

�� Consistent rating of evidence quality using grADE framework

�� focus on the most patient-important, clinical questions likely to be encountered

Series: Evidence-Based Medicine � ISBN: 978-1-119-12988-2 � Cloth � €175.00 � Aug 2018 � 512pp �  
Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-8594-3

DrAFT

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119323916
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118838378
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Materialities of Care
Encountering Health and Illness Through Artefacts and Architecture
Edited by Christina Buse, Daryl Martin & Sarah Nettleton
Sarah Nettleton is a senior lecturer in sociology at the university of York

�� Addresses the role of material culture within health and social care encounters, including everyday 
objects, dress, furniture and architecture

�� Makes visible the mundane and often unnoticed aspects of material culture and attends to interrelations 
between materials and care in practice

�� Examines material practice across a range of clinical and non-clinical spaces including hospitals, hospices, 
care homes, museums, domestic spaces and community spaces such as shops and tenement stairwells

�� Addresses fleeting moments of care, as well as choreographed routines that order bodies and materials

�� focuses on practice and relations between materials and care as ongoing, emergent and processual

Series: Sociology of Health and Illness Monographs � ISBN: 978-1-119-49973-2 � Paper � €TBA � Aug 2018 
� 160pp 

Pre-Obstetric Emergency Training
A Practical Approach, 2nd Edition
Advanced Life Support group (ALSg)
Manchester, uK

�� Helps practitioners identify and manage a range of time-critical obstetric emergencies specifically in the 
pre-Obstetric Department setting

�� Manual provides the knowledge necessary to save the mother and fetus in life threatening circumstances 
before admission to the hospital, and explains the practical procedures required to do this

�� fully updated with new chapters covering a review of the maternal mortality report, non-technical skills 
and communication, and complicated labour

�� Now in full colour with colour images and revised line drawings

�� Will be compulsory reading as part of the ALSgs POET course package

Series: Advanced Life Support group � ISBN: 978-1-119-34838-2 � Paper � €46.90 � Aug 2018 � 296pp � 
Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-8475-5

DrAFT

The Greening of Pharmaceutical Engineering, Volume 4 Applications for 
Physical Disorder Treatments
Volume 4
M. r. Islam

�� As volume four of a four-volume set, follows up on the ideas laid out in the first three volumes by offering 
new, groundbreaking solutions to address mental physical issues in patients

�� Lays out new paradigms for how we think about physical disorder treatments

�� As in previous volumes, includes processes to address medical, environmental, and chemical concerns 
regarding the sustainability of the industry

ISBN: 978-1-119-18377-8 � Cloth � €232.00 � Aug 2018 � 500pp 

The Greening of 
Pharmaceutical 

Engineering, 
Volume 4 

Applications for 
Physical 
Disorder 

Treatments

Oligonucleotide-Based Drugs and Therapeutics
Preclinical and Clinical Considerations for Development
Edited by Nicolay ferrari & rosanne Seguin

�� Acts as a practical guide to review up-to-date knowledge and research in the toxicology of antisense 
oligonucleotides

�� Examines principles and tools for scientists in both pre-clinical and clinical settings and how to apply them 
to antisense oligonucleotides

�� reviews fundamentals and provides guidelines for scientists in drug design and discovery to increase 
efficiency, assessment, and success of drug candidates

�� Helps readers understand antisense molecules and their targets, biochemistry and toxicity mechanisms, 
roles in disease, and applications for safety and therapeutics

�� Includes interdisciplinary perspectives, from both academia and research, on a hot topic that combines 
pharmacology, toxicology, biology, and medicinal chemistry to advance our understanding and 
application of therapeutics

ISBN: 978-1-118-53733-6 � Cloth � €182.00 � Aug 2018 � 560pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119183774
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118537335
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& Social Sciences
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YouTube
2nd Edition
Jean Burgess & Joshua green
Queensland university of Technology; Slalom

Originally published in 2009 when YouTube was only four years old, this book was the 
first	to	systematically	investigate	its	cultural	impacts	and	politics.	This	fully	revised	
and updated edition weaves fresh examples, updated theoretical perspectives and 
comparative historical insights throughout each of its six chapters.

�� revised and updated second edition of a highly successful book on YouTube and its 
contexts

�� This	was	the	first	book	to	take	YouTube	seriously	as	a	media	and	cultural	
phenomenon

�� The	new	edition	reflects	YouTube’s	maturity	as	a	platform	and	includes	more	
detailed coverage of its insitutional and economic contexts

�� Draws on a wide range of theoretical sources and empirical insights and is rich 
with concrete examples

About the Authors

Jean Burgess is	Professor	of	Digital	Media	and	Director	of	the	Digital	Media	Research	
Centre at Queensland university of Technology.

Joshua Green is	a	Solution	Principal	in	the	Customer	Strategy	practice	at	Slalom,	a	
purpose-driven	business	and	technology	consulting	firm.

Series: Digital Media and 
Society

ISBN: 978-0-7456-6018-9 
Cloth � 180pp � Aug 2018 
€57.90

ISBN: 978-0-7456-6019-6 
Paper � 180pp � Aug 2018 
€19.90

Previous Edition:  
978-0-7456-4478-3,  
978-0-7456-4479-0

M ED I A  &  CO M M u N I C AT I O N S T u D I E S
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Emotions, Media and Politics
Karin Wahl-Jorgensen
Cardiff	University

�� An important study of a topic that has often been neglected in media research

�� Includes a variety of rich and timely case studies

�� Written by a respected senior scholar in the field

�� The	latest	book	in	Polity’s	successful	‛Contemporary	Political	Communication’	series

Series: Contemporary Political Communication � ISBN: 978-0-7456-6104-9 � Cloth � €TBA �  
ISBN: 978-0-7456-6105-6 � Paper � €TBA � Aug 2018 � 248pp

Emotions, 
Media and 

Politics

Public Speaking Skills For Dummies
Alyson Connolly

Become the best public speaker you can be, with this reliable guide

When you speak in public, your reputation is at stake. Whether you’re speaking at a conference, pitching 
for	new	business,	or	reporting	to	your	Executive	Board,	the	ability	to	connect	with,	influence,	and	
inspire your audience is a critically important skill. Public Speaking Skills For Dummies introduces you 
to simple, practical, and real-world techniques and insights that will transform your ability to achieve 
impact through the spoken word. This reliable resource takes you step-by-step through the process of 
conceiving, crafting, and delivering a high-impact presentation.

ISBN: 978-1-119-33557-3 � Paper � €25.90 � Aug 2018 � 360pp 

H I S TO r Y

A Companion to the City of rome
Edited by Claire Holleran & Amanda Claridge
university of Liverpool; royal Holloway, university of London

�� Offers a unique interdisciplinary, closely focused thematic approach and wide chronological scope 
making it an indispensable reference work on ancient rome

�� Includes several new developments on areas of research that are available in English for the first time

�� Newly commissioned essays written by experts in a variety of related fields

�� Original and up-to-date readings pertaining to the city of rome on a wide variety of topics including 
romes urban landscape, population, economy, civic life, and key events

Series: Blackwell Companions to the Ancient World � ISBN: 978-1-4051-9819-6 � Cloth � €169.00 �  
Aug 2018 � 656pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119335574
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Speculative realism
An Introduction
graham Harman
Southern California Institute of Architecture (on leave from the American 
university in Cairo)

The ideas of Speculative Realism have spread from philosophy to numerous disciplines 
in	the	humanities	and	social	sciences.	SR	has	been	arguably	the	most	influential	
new	current	in	continental	philosophy.	This	book	is	the	first	general	overview	of	the	
movement by one of its original members.

�� One	of	the	founding	figures	of	the	discipline	explains	exactly	what	Speculative 
Realism is for the beginning student

�� Puts the movement into its historical and philosophical context

�� Aimed	at	the	total	beginner,	unlike	previous	‛introductions’	to	the	movement

�� Will interest students from a broad range of disciplines, especially philosophy, art 
and architecture

About the Author

Graham Harman is	Distinguished	Professor	of	Philosophy	at	the	Southern	California	
Institute of Architecture (on leave from the American university in Cairo).

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1998-9 
Cloth � 190pp � Aug 2018 
€TBA

ISBN: 978-1-5095-1999-6 
Paper � 190pp � Aug 2018 
€TBA

PH I LOS O PH Y
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The Happiness Fantasy
Carl Cederström
Stockholm university

In this devastatingly witty new book, Cederström traces our present-day conception 
of happiness from its roots in early-twentieth-century European psychiatry, to 
the Beat generation, to ronald reagan and Donald Trump. In an age of increasing 
austerity and social division, he argues that a radical new dream of happiness is 
gathering pace.

�� The hilarious follow-up to the best-selling The Wellness Syndrome

�� A contemporary, lively critique of the neo-liberal appropriation of happiness

�� Appeals to the large market in books about health, happiness and wellbeing

�� Will appeal to all those interested in history, cultural criticism, self-help, mental 
health and philosophy

About the Author

Carl Cederström is	Associate	Professor	at	Stockholm	University.

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2380-1 
Cloth � 200pp � Aug 2018 
€65.90

ISBN: 978-1-5095-2381-8 
Paper � 200pp � Aug 2018 
€16.90
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Comprehensive Commentary on Kant’s religion Within the Bounds of Bare 
reason
Stephen r. Palmquist
Hong Kong Baptist university, Hong Kong

�� Offers definitive, sentence-level commentary on Kants religion within the Bounds of Bare reason

�� Presents a thoroughly revised version of Pluhars translation of the full text of Kants religion, including 
detailed notes comparing the translation with the others still in use today

�� Identifies most of the several hundred changes Kant made to the second (1794) edition and unearths 
evidence that many major changes were responses to criticisms of the first edition

�� Provides both a detailed overview and original interpretation of Kants work on the philosophy of religion

�� Demonstrates that Kants arguments in religion are not only cogent, but have clear and profound practical 
applications to the way religion is actually practiced in the world today

ISBN: 978-1-119-09023-6 � Paper � €42.90 � Aug 2018 � 640pp 

 Assessment Interviewing
A Guide for School Psychologist and School Counselors
Michael Hass

�� Addresses the unique interviewing needs of school-based professionals

�� Helps new and experienced school-based practitioners develop the interview skills needed to gather 
information from children of different ages, culture, and social standing 

�� Provides strategies and guidelines for integrating the information gathered from interviews into a 
comprehensive assessment or intervention plan

�� features numerous practice exercises, sample reports, checklists, and end-of-chapter exercises

ISBN: 978-1-119-16686-3 � Paper � €47.90 � Aug 2018 � 216pp 

P S YC H O LO g Y

S O C I O LO g Y & S O C I A L  WO r K

Innovation in China
richard P. Appelbaum, Cao, Han & Parker
university of California, Santa Barbara; university of Nottingham; Science and Technology Policy Institute; 
Canadian Institute for Advanced research

�� Leading China experts provide an analysis of China’s aspirations to move from an economy of imitation to 
one of innovation

�� Explores the state policies that have shaped China’s science and technology industries, and where these 
have succeeded or failed

�� Places China’s strategy in the historical perspective of central government control, seeing how this plays 
out today

�� Argues that advances in science, technology and innovation will not continue unless fundamental cultural 
practices change at the top levels of government

ISBN: 978-0-745-68956-2 � Cloth � €TBA � ISBN: 978-0-7456-8957-9 � Paper � €TBA � Aug 2018 � 200pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119090237
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119166861
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P O L I T I C S

AngloArabia
Why Gulf Wealth Matters to Britain
David Wearing
royal Holloway, university of London 

Huge controversy surrounds Britain’s alliances with deeply repressive gulf 
monarchies, and the uK’s key supporting role in the disastrous Saudi-led intervention 
in Yemen has lent added urgency to the debate. As these stories continue to make the 
headlines, this book lifts the lid on the Anglo-Arabian relationship and what’s at stake 
for both sides.

�� A serious and probing analysis of the dark side of the uK-gulf relations

�� Offers	an	in-depth	exploration	of	three	core	fields	of	AngloArabian	alliance:	capital;	
oil and gas; and arms

�� Does	not	shy	away	from	exposing	practices	that	placed	politics	and	profit	before	
principles

�� Written for general readers and students without a background in the subject

About the Author

David Wearing is	a	Teaching	Fellow	in	International	Relations	at	Royal	Holloway,	
university of London.

AngloArabia

ISBN: 978-1-5095-3203-2 
Cloth � 240pp � Aug 2018 
€TBA

ISBN: 978-1-5095-3204-9 
Paper � 240pp � Aug 2018 
€TBA
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Libertarianism
Eric Mack
Tulane university

�� Eric Mack is one of the leading libertarian thinkers in the world

�� Mack provides an engaging guide to the philosophical principles of libertarianism, outlining the central 
ideas developed by the main libertarian thinkers and schools of thought

�� After examining the historical origins of these approaches, Mack examines the major contemporary 
debates (for example, the debate over the minimal state) and outlines the criticisms levelled against 
libertarians

�� This book will be essential reading for students and scholars of libertarian thought, political theory and 
philosophy

Series: Key Concepts in Political Theory � ISBN: 978-1-5095-1929-3 � Cloth � €TBA �  
ISBN: 978-1-5095-1930-9 � Paper � €TBA � Aug 2018 � 176pp 

The Shock Doctrine of the Left
graham Jones

�� Graham	Jones,	dubbed	‛The	Radical	Hairdresser	of	Deptford’,	is	a	social	movement	activist	and	educator	
who is involved in a wide variety of grassroots campaigns

�� In this book, he argues that everyone can help to exploit shocks and moments of chaos to bring about a 
new world of compassion and care via strategies of smashing, building, healing, and taming

�� He blends vivid personal anecdotes with crystal clear theory and practical suggestions for activism to 
produce a much-needed conceptual toolkit for revolution

�� This book will be essential reading for radical millennials and left-wing social movement activists 
everywhere

Series: radical futures � ISBN: 978-1-5095-2854-7 � Cloth � €TBA � ISBN: 978-1-5095-2855-4 � Paper � 
€TBA � Aug 2018 � 140pp
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B I O C H EM I S T r Y

Molecular Technology
Life Innovation, Volume 2
Edited by Hisashi Yamamoto & Takashi Kato
Nagoya university, Japan

�� Excellent editors: This book is published by foremost leaders in chemical research together with a 
distinguished number of international authors

�� Highly topical and inspiring: The most important recent and promising chemical developments in life 
sciences are summarized in one book providing an outlook on future perspectives

�� Very interdisciplinary: covering new developments in drug delivery, in-vivo analysis, structure formation 
and more

�� Application oriented: focus on methods and processes with a high practical aspect (improving drug 
synthesis, smater analytical methods, developing advanced materials etc.) 

ISBN: 978-3-527-34162-7 � Cloth � €149.00 � Aug 2018 � 400pp 

DrAFT

C EL L  &  M O L EC u L A r B I O LO g Y

Clinical reproductive Science
Michael Carroll
Private Practitioner, North Somerset, uK

�� A comprehensive up-to-date guide, written by an international team of practicing clinical scientists, 
physicians and researchers in the field of clinical reproductive science

�� Covers all aspects of clinical reproductive science, from fundamental reproductive biology, to clinical 
aspects of infertility and the practice of IVf

�� Highly illustrated in full colour throughout

�� An associated website will include a complete set of figures from the book

ISBN: 978-1-118-97595-4 � Cloth � €89.90 � Aug 2018 � 400pp 

E A r T H & EN V I rO N M EN TA L S C I EN C E

Global Flood Hazard
Applications In Modeling, Mapping and Forecasting
guy J-P. Schumann, Paul D. Bates, Heiko Apel & giuseppe T. Aronica

�� focuses on global approaches and the integration of models and remote sensing data to determine flood risks

�� Summarizes recent progress in this field by well known experts, who elaborate on their recent research 
and science with regard to global flood risk and hazard applications

�� A timely topic w.r.t technology and tools advancement, for example, the release of the Aqueduct, a web-
based tool is being actively used for global assessment and projection of future flood risk under climate 
change scenarios

�� Valuable to geoscientists from academic and research institutions with strong interests in flood disasters 
and flood management and resilience, alogn with environmental consultants and policy makers at 
governmental and intergovernmental organizations, such as NOAA, fEMA 

Series: geophysical Monograph Series � ISBN: 978-1-119-21786-2 � Cloth � €175.00 � Jul 2018 � 276pp 

EN Erg Y

Metal-Air Batteries
Fundamentals and Applications
Edited by Xin-bo Zhang

�� Thorough overview: covers different species of metal-air batteries and their components as well as 
system designation 

�� unique content: the book provides fundamentals and research advances in the field of metal-air batteries 
that cannot be found elsewhere 

�� Application-oriented: the book focuses on the battery systems which have great potential for renewable 
energy storage 

�� Highly relevant: of high interest for industrial as well as academic researchers

ISBN: 978-3-527-34279-2 � Cloth � €139.00 � Aug 2018 � 350pp 

DrAFT

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119217865
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=3527342796
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Physicochemical Fluid Dynamics in Porous Media
Applications in Petroleum Geosciences and Petroleum Engineering
Mikhail	Panfilov

�� All-encompassing: the book brings together the theoretical and experimental results necessary for the 
understanding of hydrodynamics in porous media 

�� Added value: covers important industrial applications such as underground leaching of uranium and 
underground storage of hydrogen 

�� Presents a state-of-the-art overview: many challenges have been met only recently - the book 
summarizes the research results usually found only scattered in the literature 

ISBN: 978-3-527-34235-8 � Cloth � €139.00 � Aug 2018 � 414pp 

DrAFT

Carbon-Based Metal-Free Catalysts
Design and Applications, 2 Volumes
Edited by Liming Dai

�� Hot topic: Catalysis using carbon-based materials has received utmost attention from the chemical 
community in the last 5 years, tremendous progress has been achieved and the number of publications 
continues to grow rapidly
�� green materials: This new class of catalysts is based on earth-abundant carbon materials and constitutes 
an efficient low-cost alternative to metal-containing catalysts
�� Industrial relevance: Carbon catalysts are applied for energy conversion (fuel cells), hydrogen production, 
clean energy conversion and storage, environmental protection as well as in synthetic chemistry
�� Comprehensive: Describes synthesis, properties, and design of carbon catalysts as well as important 
applications together with recent advancements and experts remarks on the challenges and perspectives 
in this exciting field

ISBN: 978-3-527-34341-6 � Cloth � €299.00 � Aug 2018 � 850pp 

DrAFT

Flexible Energy Conversion and Storage Devices
Edited by Chunyi Zhi & Liming Dai

�� Highly application-oriented: covers various flexible devices used for energy conversion and storage

�� Innovative: flexible devices are regarded as the next generation electronic devices which may change the 
way people live 

�� Highly relevant: the topic attracts attention and investment from both academic institutions and 
industrial research & development centers 

ISBN: 978-3-527-34253-2 � Cloth � €149.00 � Aug 2018 � 400pp 

DrAFT

M AT Er I A L S  S C I EN C E

M AT H EM AT I C S  &  S TAT I S T I C S

Mathematical Statistics
An Introduction to Likelihood Based Inference
richard J. rossi
Montana Tech, The university of Montana

�� Presents a unified approach to parametric estimation, confidence intervals, hypothesis testing, and 
statistical modeling all based on the likelihood function

�� Prepares students with the tools needed to be successful in their future work in statistics, biostatistics, 
and bioinformatics and includes practical case studies including real-life data collected from Yellowstone 
National Park, the Donner party, and the Titanic voyage

�� features a large number of examples and problems ranging in level of difficulty. Solutions for 50% of the 
problems are available via the books appendix

ISBN: 978-1-118-77104-4 � Cloth � €129.00 � Aug 2018 � 464pp

DrAFT

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1118771044
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Panel Data Econometrics with r
Yves Croissant & givanni Millo

�� Presents advanced topics in panel data econometrics as well as recent developments in the field

�� Includes datasets that are related to econometrics as well as examples in political science, agriculture and 
epidemiology

�� Explores each methods and how they can be applide using reproducible examples

�� Covers the basics of panel data Econometrics as taught in undergraduate Econometrics classes

�� Supported by accompanying website featuring r code, examples and replicable material

ISBN: 978-1-118-94916-0 � Cloth � €65.90 � Aug 2018 � 320pp 

N Eu rOS C I EN C E

Sleep Disorders in Neurology
A Practical Approach, 2nd Edition
Edited by Sebastiaan Overeem & Paul reading
Center for Sleep/Wake Disorders, Kempenhaeghe’, Heeze, the Netherlands and Assistant Professor, Dept. of 
Neurology, radboud university Nijmegen Medical Center, Nijmegen, the Netherlands; Consultant Neurologist, 
Dept. of Neurology, James Cook university Hospital, Middlesbrough, uK

�� Practical approach on complex sleep disorders for neurologists 

�� Clinically oriented so neurologists can find and provide effective treatment

�� Quick access algorithms to allow rapid effective decision-making

�� Multi-national authorship provides a wide perspective and experience

ISBN: 978-1-118-77726-8 � Cloth � €119.00 � Aug 2018 � 360pp � Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-8843-2

The Wiley Handbook on the Cognitive Neuroscience of Addiction
Edited by Stephen J. Wilson
Pennsylvania State university, uSA

�� A comprehensive, up-to-date synthesis of the most important findings from cognitive neuroscience 
addiction research over the past 30 years

�� Emphasises the most commonly investigated drugs of abuse, including alcohol, cocaine, nicotine, and 
opiates

�� Brings together the work of the leading authorities in all major areas of the field

�� Provides novel coverage of cutting-edge methods for using cognitive neuroscience to advance the 
treatment of addiction, including real-time neurofeedback and brain stimulation methods

�� Includes new material on emerging themes and future directions in the use of cognitive neuroscience to 
advance addiction science

ISBN: 978-1-119-07514-1 � Paper � €32.90 � Aug 2018 � 552pp 

AQ uAC u LT u r E

Aquaculture
Farming Aquatic Animals and Plants, 3rd Edition
Edited by John S. Lucas, Paul C. Southgate & Craig S. Tucker
School of Biological Sciences, James Cook university, Australia

�� International in scope, suitable for both northern and southern waters

�� Comprehensive full-color format designed for students and practitioners

�� Written by many of the worlds leading experts in aquaculture

�� Third Edition of the textbook of choice for many course worldwide

�� Covers marine and freshwater species

�� Cover all major commercially-cultured species

�� Includes fish, shellfish and plants

ISBN: 978-1-119-23086-1 � Cloth � €97.90 � Aug 2018 � 630pp � Previous Edition: 978-1-4051-8858-6
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Two-dimensional X-ray Diffraction
2nd Edition
Bob B. He

�� All chapters are revised and updated to reflect recent developments in the field of x-ray diffraction

�� Includes two new chapters Instrument Calibration and Data Treatment and High Throughput Screening 
along with very significant revisions to the other chapters

�� Covers recent advances in detector technology and 2D data collection strategy that has led to a dramatic 
increase in the use of two-dimensional detectors for x-ray diffraction

�� New edition cover new innovations in x-ray sources, optics, applications and data evaluation algorithms

�� Contains new methods and experimental examples in stress, texture, crystal size, crystal orientation and 
thin film analysis

�� The physical principles, projection geometry and mathematical derivation are helpful to anyone wanting 
to set up such a diffraction system in their own laboratory

ISBN: 978-1-119-35610-3 � Cloth � €182.00 � Aug 2018 � 496pp � Previous Edition: 978-0-470-22722-0

C H EM I S T r Y

Green Chemical Engineering
Volume 12
Paul T. Anastas & Alexei Lapkin

�� raising interest in the field: Several institutes and groups are working under the label of gC, for example the 
Centre for green Chemistry in Australia or the Canadian green Chemistry Network. Conferences and journals 
take up successfully the topic, too. The uS government supports the field with raising research funds and even 
industrial processes (rohm and Haas, BASf) have been developed which are not only greener but also more 
profitable. for example, the innovation award of the BASf was awarded to a process using ionic liquids

�� One-Stop-reference: The volumes present comprehensively everything you need to know about this 
field. Covering topics like feedstocks, green chemistry engineering, green catalysis (homogeneous, 
heterogeneous and bio catalysis), separations techniques, solvents like supercritical fluids and ionic 
liquids, this handbook will be without a doubt the one-stop reference book

Series: Handbook of green Chemistry � ISBN: 978-3-527-32643-3 � Cloth � €189.00 � Aug 2018 � 400pp 

DrAFT

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119356105
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A r C H I T EC T u r E & D E S I g N

Handbook for the Architectural Manager
Stephen Emmitt & Mohammed Alharbi
Hoffmann	Professor	of	Innovation	and	Management	in	Building,	Technical	University	of	Denmark

�� Offers new insights and guidance on managing the architectural practice

�� Brings together on one book management of the office, projects, stakeholders and education

�� Helps architects be better positioned for a highly competitive marketplace

�� first publication to offer a comprehensive management framework for architectural practice

�� grounded in a critical review of extant literature

�� Aimed at practitioners but written in a style accessible to students

ISBN: 978-1-119-22550-8 � Paper � €77.90 � Jul 2018 � 160pp 

CompTIA Network+ Deluxe Study Guide
Exam N10-007, 4th Edition
Todd Lammle

The ultimate Network+ exam prep 

CompTIA’s	Network+	certification	tells	the	world	you	have	the	skills	to	install,	configure,	and	
troubleshoot today’s basic networking hardware peripherals and protocols. first, however, 
you have to pass the exam! This detailed authorized CompTIA Network+ Deluxe Study Guide, 
by networking guru Todd Lammle, has everything you need to prepare for the CompTIA 
Network+	Exam	N10-007.	Inside,	he	covers	all	exam	objectives,	explains	key	topics,	offers	
plenty of practical examples, and draws upon his own invaluable thirty years of networking 
experience to help you learn. 

�� Covers all exam objectives, including network technologies, network installation and 
configuration,	network	media	and	topologies,	security,	and	much	more

�� Includes practical examples, review questions, as well as access to practice exams and 
flashcards	to	reinforce	learning

�� The Deluxe Study guide is packed with bonus study aids

About the Author

Todd Lammle, Network+, CCSI, CCNA, CCNP, is the networking authority. He has been 
involved in computers and networking with fortune 500 companies for almost 30 years and 
is President of globalNet System Solutions, Inc.

ISBN: 978-1-119-43227-2 
Cloth � 960pp � May 2018 
€97.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-02127-8

C Er T I f I C AT I O N
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CompTIA Network+ review Guide
Exam N10-007, 4th Edition
Jon Buhagiar

Be fully prepared for the Network+ Exam N10-007

CompTIA Network+ Review Guide is your ideal study companion for preparing for the CompTIA 
Network+ Exam N10-007. This concise review contains full exam coverage organized by 
objective	for	quick	review	and	reinforcement	of	key	topics.	Each	of	the	book’s	five	parts	
is	devoted	to	a	specific	domain	area	of	the	exam,	providing	a	focused	review	to	bolster	
areas of weak understanding. You’ll also gain access to a comprehensive online test bank, 
which	includes	two	bonus	practice	tests,	electronic	flashcards,	and	a	glossary	of	the	most	
important terms you need to know on exam day.

�� Offers	valuable	insights	on	topics	associated	with	certification	(Exam	N10-007),	including	
advances in networking technology and changes in associated job tasks

�� reviews network implementation and support, and contains coverage of cloud and 
wireless networking issues

�� A perfect companion to CompTIA Network+ Deluxe Study Guide: Exam N10-007 and CompTIA 
Network+ Study Guide: Exam N10-007

About the Author

John Buhagiar, Network+, A+, CCNA, MCSA, MCSE, BS/ITM, is Supervisor of Network 
Operations at Pittsburgh Technical Institute. In addition to teaching, he has been creating 
course content for the past seventeen years.

ISBN: 978-1-119-43214-2 
Paper � 384pp � May 2018 
€32.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-02116-2

CompTIA Network+ Study Guide
Exam N10-007, 4th Edition
Todd Lammle

Your complete guide to preparing for the CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-007 

The CompTIA Network+ Study Guide is your one-stop resource for complete coverage of 
Exam N10-007. Bestselling author and networking guru Todd Lammle guides you through 
all of the exam N10-007 objectives. With this Sybex Study guide you’ll prepare for the 
exam smarter and faster thanks to superior content, including assessment tests that check 
exam readiness, real-world scenarios, hands-on exercises, key topic exam essentials, and 
challenging chapter review questions. reinforce what you have learned with the exclusive 
online learning environment and test bank, accessible across multiple devices. get prepared 
for the CompTIA Network+ Exam N10-007 with this reliable resource.

�� Created	by	Todd	Lammle,	one	of	the	foremost	experts	in	this	field

�� Covers all exam objectives, including network technologies, network installation and 
configuration,	network	media	and	topologies,	security,	and	much	more

�� Includes practical examples, review questions, as well as access to practice exams and 
flashcards	to	reinforce	learning

About the Author

Todd Lammle, Network+, CCSI, CCNA, CCNP, is the networking authority. He has been 
involved in computers and networking with fortune 500 companies for almost thirty years 
and is President of globalNet System Solutions, Inc.

ISBN: 978-1-119-43225-8 
Paper � 960pp � May 2018 
€55.90

Previous Edition:  
978-1-119-02124-7
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CO M Pu T I N g

Assured Cloud Computing
roy H. Campbell, Charles A. Kamhoua & Kevin A. Kwiat

�� Explores themes that drive individual contributions, including design correctness, support for big data 
and analytics, monitoring and detection, network considerations, and performance

�� Synthesizes highly cited earlier work (on topics including DArE, trust mechanisms, and elastic graphs) as 
well as newer research findings on topics including r-Storm, and rAMP transactions

�� Addresses assured cloud computing concerns such as game theory, stream processing, storage, 
algorithms, workflow, scheduling, access control, formal analysis of safety, and streaming

ISBN: 978-1-119-42863-3 � Cloth � €TBA � Jul 2018 � 400pp 

Investigating Cryptocurrencies
Understanding, Extracting, and Analyzing Blockchain 
Evidence
Nick furneaux

Investigate crimes involving cryptocurrencies and other block chain technologies 

Bitcoin has traditionally been the payment system of choice for a criminal trading on the 
Dark Web, and now many other block chain cryptocurrencies are entering the mainstream 
as traders are accepting them from low-end investors putting their money into the market. 
Worse still, the block chain can even be used to hide information and covert messaging, 
unknown to most investigators.

Investigating Cryptocurrencies	is	the	first	book	to	help	corporate,	law	enforcement,	and	other	
investigators understand the technical concepts and the techniques for investigating crimes 
utilizing the block chain and related digital currencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum.

With nearly $150 billion in cryptocurrency circulating and $3 billion changing hands daily, crimes 
committed with or paid for with digital cash are a serious business. Luckily, Cryptocurrency 
forensics shows you how to detect it and, more importantly, stop it in its tracks.

About the Author

Nick Furneaux is a cyber security and forensics consultant specializing in the prevention 
and investigation of cybercrime including social engineering exploits. 

ISBN: 978-1-119-48058-7 
Paper � 350pp � Jul 2018 
€TBA

CO M Pu T I N g SEC u r I T Y

EN g I N EEr I N g

Modeling and Managing Interdependent Complex Systems of Systems
Yacov Y. Haimes
Center for risk Management of Engineering Systems, university of Virginia, Charlottesville

�� Introduces modeling methodology inspired by philosophical and conceptual thinking from the arts, and is 
driven and supported by systems engineering theory, methodology, and practice

�� Examines the understanding and modeling of emergent interconnected and interdependent complex 
systems of systems, such as: the constructed environment and its infrastructures, and organizational and 
industrial processes

�� Provides the modeling theory, methodology, applications, and numerous case studies associated with 
emergent interconnected and interdependent complex systems of systems

ISBN: 978-1-119-17365-6 � Cloth � €145.00 � Aug 2018 � 912pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119428637
http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119173655
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S O f T WA r E

2.5D Printing
Bridging the Gap Between 2D and 3D Applications
Carinna Parraman & Maria V. Ortiz Segovia

�� Presents both the history and state of the art of 2.5D printing-- i.e., printing that reproduces surface 
structure in addition to colour

�� Sets itself apart from standard discussions of 3D printing by bridging the gap between the technical and 
perceptual domains, discussing perceptual texture, color, illusion, and visual impact to offer a unique 
perspective

�� Explores how to print a convincing rendering of texture; integrating the synthesis of texture in fine art 
paintings, with digital deposition printing

Series: The Wiley-IS&T Series in Imaging Science and Technology � ISBN: 978-1-118-96730-0 � Cloth � 
€99.90 � Aug 2018 � 264pp 

W EB D E V ELO PM EN T

Internet of Things A to Z
Technologies and Applications
Qusay f Hassan

�� Offers complete coverage of business, social, and legal aspects of the field

�� Discusses advanced subjects such as the need for standards and interoperability

�� Includes contributions from and international group of experts in academia, industry, and the research 
field

ISBN: 978-1-119-45674-2 � Cloth � €TBA � Jun 2018 � 728pp 

http://www.wiley.com/remtitle.cgi?isbn=1119456746
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Date

Price 
(€) Page Qty

Business

978-1-119-49055-5 Small Business For Dummies, 5th Edition Dummies Press Paper Aug 2018 €TBA 2

978-1-119-46169-2
Timeless Learning: Leading a Paradigm Shift 
in Education

Socol, Moran, 
Ratliff

Cloth Aug 2018 €30.90 2

978-1-119-45380-2 Virtual Teams For Dummies Powers Paper Aug 2018 €25.90 2

978-0-85708-759-1
Happiness: How to Get Into The Habit of 
Being Happy

Hasson Paper Aug 2018 €12.90 3

978-0-85708-775-1
How to Have a Great Life: 35 Surprisingly 
Simple Ways to Success, Fulfillment & 
Happiness

McGee Paper Jun 2018 €12.90 4

978-0-85708-768-3
How to Sleep Well: The Science of Sleeping 
Smarter, Living Better and Being Productive 

Stanley Paper Jul 2018 €TBA 5

978-1-119-50848-9
The Polymath: How Developing a Multi-
Dimensional Mind Can Make Your Life 
Limitless

Ahmed Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 6

978-1-119-27816-0
Avoiding Data Pitfalls: How To Steer Clear 
of Common Blunders When Working With 
Data

Jones Paper Aug 2018 €51.90 6

978-1-119-50767-3 GMAT Official Guide 2019: Book + Online

GMAC (Graduate 
Management 

Admission 
Council)

Paper Jul 2018 €TBA 7

978-1-119-50770-3
GMAT Official Guide Verbal Review 2019: 
Book + Online

GMAC (Graduate 
Management 

Admission 
Council)

Paper Jul 2018 €TBA 8

978-1-119-50771-0
GMAT Official Guide Quantitative Review 
2019: Book + Online

GMAC (Graduate 
Management 

Admission 
Council)

Paper Jul 2018 €TBA 9

978-1-119-50772-7
GMAT Official Guide 2019 Bundle: Book + 
Online, 3rd Edition

GMAC (Graduate 
Management 

Admission 
Council)

Paper Jul 2018 €TBA 10

Consumer

978-1-119-47544-6 Chinese For Dummies, 3rd Edition Abraham Paper Jul 2018 €TBA 12

Finance & Accounting

978-1-119-47962-8
Private Equity Compliance: Analyzing 
Conflicts, Fees, and Risks

Scharfman Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 14

978-1-119-50161-9 Volatility: Practical Options Theory Iqbal Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 14

Health Sciences

978-1-119-32391-4
Differentiation of Chiral Compounds Using 
NMR Spectroscopy, 2nd Edition

Wenzel Cloth Aug 2018 €202.00 16

978-1-118-83837-2 Evidence-Based Evolutionary Medicine
Torday, 

Blackstone
Cloth Aug 2018 €105.00 16

978-1-119-12988-2 Evidence-based Urology, 2nd Edition
Dahm, 

Dmochowski
Cloth Aug 2018 €175.00 16

978-1-118-97343-1 Lecture Notes: Clinical Medicine, 8th Edition
Bradley, Wood, 

Gurnell
Paper Aug 2018 €38.90 16

978-1-119-49973-2
Materialities of Care: Encountering 
Health and Illness Through Artefacts and 
Architecture

Buse, Martin, 
Nettleton

Paper Aug 2018 €TBA 17
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978-1-118-53733-6
Oligonucleotide-Based Drugs and 
Therapeutics: Preclinical and Clinical 
Considerations for Development

Ferrari, Seguin Cloth Aug 2018 €182.00 17

978-1-119-34838-2
Pre-Obstetric Emergency Training: A 
Practical Approach, 2nd Edition

Advanced Life 
Support Group 

(ALSG)
Paper Aug 2018 €46.90 17

978-1-119-18377-8
The Greening of Pharmaceutical 
Engineering, Volume 4 Applications for 
Physical Disorder Treatments, Volume 4

Islam Cloth Aug 2018 €232.00 17

Humanities & Social Sciences

978-0-7456-6018-9 YouTube, 2nd Edition Burgess, Green Cloth Aug 2018 €57.90 19

978-0-7456-6019-6 YouTube, 2nd Edition Burgess, Green Paper Aug 2018 €19.90 19

978-0-7456-6104-9 Emotions, Media and Politics Wahl-Jorgensen Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 20

978-0-7456-6105-6 Emotions, Media and Politics Wahl-Jorgensen Paper Aug 2018 €TBA 20

978-1-119-33557-3 Public Speaking Skills For Dummies Connolly Paper Aug 2018 €25.90 20

978-1-4051-9819-6 A Companion to the City of Rome
Holleran, 
Claridge

Cloth Aug 2018 €169.00 20

978-1-5095-1998-9 Speculative Realism: An Introduction Harman Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 21

978-1-5095-1999-6 Speculative Realism: An Introduction Harman Paper Aug 2018 €TBA 21

978-1-5095-2380-1 The Happiness Fantasy Cederström Cloth Aug 2018 €65.90 22

978-1-5095-2381-8 The Happiness Fantasy Cederström Paper Aug 2018 €16.90 22

978-1-119-09023-6
Comprehensive Commentary on Kant’s 
Religion Within the Bounds of Bare Reason

Palmquist Paper Aug 2018 €42.90 23

978-1-119-16686-3
Assessment Interviewing: A Guide for 
School Psychologist and School Counselors

Hass Paper Aug 2018 €47.90 23

978-0-745-68956-2 Innovation in China
Appelbaum, Cao, 

Han, Parker
Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 23

978-0-7456-8957-9 Innovation in China
Appelbaum, Cao, 

Han, Parker
Paper Aug 2018 €TBA 23

978-1-5095-3203-2
AngloArabia: Why Gulf Wealth Matters to 
Britain

Wearing Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 24

978-1-5095-3204-9
AngloArabia: Why Gulf Wealth Matters to 
Britain

Wearing Paper Aug 2018 €TBA 24

978-1-5095-1929-3 Libertarianism Mack Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 25

978-1-5095-1930-9 Libertarianism Mack Paper Aug 2018 €TBA 25

978-1-5095-2854-7 The Shock Doctrine of the Left Jones Cloth Aug 2018 €TBA 25

978-1-5095-2855-4 The Shock Doctrine of the Left Jones Paper Aug 2018 €TBA 25

Science

978-3-527-34162-7
Molecular Technology: Life Innovation, 
Volume 2

Yamamoto, Kato Cloth Aug 2018 €149.00 27

978-1-118-97595-4 Clinical Reproductive Science Carroll Cloth Aug 2018 €89.90 27

978-1-119-21786-2
Global Flood Hazard: Applications In 
Modeling, Mapping and Forecasting

Schumann, 
Bates, Apel, 

Aronica
Cloth Jul 2018 €175.00 27
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978-3-527-34279-2
Metal-Air Batteries: Fundamentals and 
Applications

Zhang Cloth Aug 2018 €139.00 27

978-3-527-34235-8
Physicochemical Fluid Dynamics in 
Porous Media: Applications in Petroleum 
Geosciences and Petroleum Engineering

Panfilov Cloth Aug 2018 €139.00 28

978-3-527-34341-6
Carbon-Based Metal-Free Catalysts: Design 
and Applications, 2 Volumes

Dai Cloth Aug 2018 €299.00 28

978-3-527-34253-2
Flexible Energy Conversion and Storage 
Devices Zhi, Dai Cloth Aug 2018 €149.00 28

978-1-118-77104-4
Mathematical Statistics: An Introduction to 
Likelihood Based Inference

Rossi Cloth Aug 2018 €129.00 28

978-1-118-94916-0 Panel Data Econometrics with R Croissant, Millo Cloth Aug 2018 €65.90 29

978-1-118-77726-8
Sleep Disorders in Neurology: A Practical 
Approach, 2nd Edition

Overeem, 
Reading

Cloth Aug 2018 €119.00 29

978-1-119-07514-1
The Wiley Handbook on the Cognitive 
Neuroscience of Addiction

Wilson Paper Aug 2018 €32.90 29

978-1-119-23086-1
Aquaculture: Farming Aquatic Animals and 
Plants, 3rd Edition

Lucas, 
Southgate, 

Tucker
Cloth Aug 2018 €97.90 29

978-3-527-32643-3 Green Chemical Engineering, Volume 12 Anastas, Lapkin Cloth Aug 2018 €189.00 30

978-1-119-35610-3
Two-dimensional X-ray Diffraction, 2nd 
Edition

He Cloth Aug 2018 €182.00 30

Technology, Engineering, Architecture & Construction

978-1-119-22550-8 Handbook for the Architectural Manager Emmitt, Alharbi Paper Jul 2018 €77.90 32

978-1-119-43227-2
CompTIA Network+ Deluxe Study Guide: 
Exam N10-007, 4th Edition

Lammle Cloth May 2018 €97.90 32

978-1-119-43214-2
CompTIA Network+ Review Guide: Exam 
N10-007, 4th Edition

Buhagiar Paper May 2018 €32.90 33

978-1-119-43225-8
CompTIA Network+ Study Guide: Exam N10-
007, 4th Edition

Lammle Paper May 2018 €55.90 33

978-1-119-42863-3 Assured Cloud Computing
Campbell, 

Kamhoua, Kwiat 
Cloth Jul 2018 €TBA 34

978-1-119-48058-7
Investigating Cryptocurrencies: 
Understanding, Extracting, and Analyzing 
Blockchain Evidence

Furneaux Paper Jul 2018 €TBA 34

978-1-119-17365-6
Modeling and Managing Interdependent 
Complex Systems of Systems

Haimes Cloth Aug 2018 €145.00 34

978-1-118-96730-0
2.5D Printing: Bridging the Gap Between 2D 
and 3D Applications

Parraman, Ortiz 
Segovia

Cloth Aug 2018 €99.90 35

978-1-119-45674-2
Internet of Things A to Z: Technologies and 
Applications

Hassan Cloth Jun 2018 €TBA 35
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